BUZZ ALDRIN VISITS JOHN CALICCHIO AT COMPUTER SHOW
Here’s a funny story for you. In 1988, my friend Tony French was helping me man my Data
Business Systems booth at the Comdex Computer show in Las Vegas. We were showcasing new computer products that I had developed over the past several years;
KeyboardPC (complete computer built in a keyboard) and the Invader286 (a computer on
a card which allowed up to 120 workstations connected while sharing files). Well, one
afternoon toward the end of the grueling 5-day show, Buzz came over to our booth and sat
down; seemed he was worn-out walking the “12-miles of isles”. I had gone to get Tony
and me something to drink and upon my return I found Buzz and Tony in deep
conversation. I was introduced to Buzz when I had to say; “It’s a pleasure to meet you Mr.
Aldrin. By the way, did you see the movie Capricorn One?” My buddy Tony, born and raised
in London England almost fell down. The movie for those of you who
haven’t heard of it was a story about the astronauts faking the famous
landing on the moon by staging a Hollywood production. Buzz looked at
me with a crooked smile. It was a priceless moment. Recently, I met the
acquaintance of man who pushed the launch button for NASA on that
famous mission. I told him of my story about meeting Buzz. The launch
man told me that the three astronauts came back from that mission with
psychological issues; seems they found glass domes on the moon.
Incredible, check this out: http://www.unexplained-mysteries.com/column.php?id=212614
www.johncalicchio.com
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Edwin Eugene "Buzz" Aldrin, Jr. is a former American
astronaut, and the second person to walk on the Moon. He
was the lunar module pilot on Apollo 11, the first manned
lunar landing in history.
View Official Website: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buzz_Aldrin
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